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FOREWORD
The pictures in the book, taken by my dear friend and soul sister, Carol Danforth are like
nothing I, or maybe even you, have ever seen before in any books or websites. Carol’s walk
into spiritual photography started in 2010, and we walked together. The first step on that path
for me was after my son crossed that year and I began to photograph orbs. Orb photography is
a relatively new phenomenon because of the wide spread use of digital cameras. Carol
expressed a strong desire to share in this phenomenon and so we teamed up and soon we
were both capturing orbs and holding orb sessions.
As time progressed we noticed that the orbs were changing and evolving to brighter, bigger
and clearer images. Some even contained the recognizable faces of people in spirit by their
loved ones. But then something else happened - Carol began capturing what first looked like
mist. This mist we later learned was a form of ectoplasm originally emanating from the orbs.
However, this “Angelmist” as we call it, began to form into the astonishing images laid out on
the following pages.
Carol explains her remarkable evolution and work briefly in this book so you can get a feel for
how her work has unfolded and evolved. But as always, my friend does not want the focus to
be on her as her deep humility and gratitude for this gift forbids that. Instead, Carol wants
these miraculous pictures to speak for themselves, and they have a lot to say!
As you look at each photo please do so with an open mind, without judgment or any
preconceived ideas of what is, or what our limited humanness tells us, what isn’t possible.
When you do, these photos are capable of drawing emotions deep within you. The sheer
magnitude of what these pictures represent and what they are trying to tell us will leave you
pondering for a long time. So sit quietly and take your time as you look at each photo again
and again and take in their entire splendor. Carol’s extraordinary ability to do this type of
spiritual photography is undoubtedly a gift from God and she bravely and humbly shares this
gift with you, the reader.
Peace,
Nancy Myers, Author of Entering the Light Fantastic - Discovering Life After Life Through Orbs
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PREFACE
Astonishing photos, most of which have been taken at night in my own backyard, are within the
covers of this book.
Explanation of the phenomena behind the vision within each photo is not within the scope of
this book. I have neither the ways nor the means, or even the desire, to do so. I choose to
bask in the beauty and wonder of each photo without having to know the “why” or the “how.”
A great amount of published research by esteemed scientists and learned lay persons who
have examined the evidence from all angles is available. A list of these authors is included in
the Recommended Reading section.
This book is a photo-journalistic look at the otherwise unseen world of spirit as viewed through
my camera lens. I use a basic point-and-shoot camera, a Sony Coolpix S100. I always have
the flash turned on, day or night, as it has been posited that spirit can use the photons in the
flash to illuminate itself.
Some pictures are very clear while others will require deep seeing and insightful, intuitive
thinking. There is something for everyone, so do not think you are not “psychic” enough to view
the images. Perhaps each person sees something different, and that is okay.
In the section Unsolved Mysteries - I have included images that still need to be deciphered.
Perhaps you are the one who can identify what is contained within those images! It should also
be noted that due to the limitations of the printing process, a degree of the clarity and color is
lost.
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INTRODUCTION
It was Sunday morning three days before Christmas, a very busy time of year. With much to
do, I was up early and quietly went downstairs allowing the rest of the family to sleep in. A
short time later I went into the downstairs powder room where, without warning, I was struck
with a sudden excruciating headache. I went limp and fell to the floor. A wave of heat traveled
slowly from my head to my toes. I wasn’t able to cry out for help or to even move purposefully.
I was essentially paralyzed and I was frightened; I didn’t know what was happening to me.
Being a registered nurse for over fifteen years, I tried to figure out what all this could mean. At
44 years old I was relatively young and in good health, but I assumed I was having a stroke.
Even though I wasn’t sure exactly what was happening, I knew I didn’t want to die on the
bathroom floor three days before Christmas. Priorities, right?
I knew I needed-had to get out of that bathroom, but reaching up to unlock the door proved
fruitless as did my attempts to cry out for help. As I lay there on the cold tile floor I felt
desperate. Through my desperation I devised a plan to use my mind to get my husband, who
lay sleeping upstairs, to come to my aid. And so I silently ‘screamed’ with all my might hoping
he would arouse and come to my rescue. To my utter shock and surprise, it worked! Whaattt?
Within moments, my husband was standing outside the locked bathroom door asking if I was
okay. Coincidence? Spirit orchestrated? I don’t know, but I’ve come to believe that this was my
first paranormal experience!
Unable to answer my husband’s question of concern with anything more than garbled
moaning, he quickly called 911. Thereafter, a flurry of activity surrounded me. Paramedics
filled the house. An ambulance took me to the hospital. Doctors examined me and concluded
that an artery deep in my brain was bleeding. A ruptured aneurysm they said. I needed
immediate BRAIN surgery! That type of delicate surgery could not be performed at that
hospital so I was whisked away and transferred to another facility 55 miles from home.
Following the eleven-hour surgery, I was recovering in the Intensive Care Unit. What
happened next was ANOTHER paranormal experience! Laying in bed in a sensory deprived
intensive care unit, I began hearing voices - many, many voices - praying for me! It was a
mumbling sound much like when many people are talking all at once. I knew it was in my head
and that others around me could not hear what I was hearing. I later told my mother about it
and she said that yes, so many people are praying for my recovery. Okay, but
I.CAN.HEAR.THEM! Actually, it was very cool and comforting.
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Now 20 years later I’ve come to believe that what I heard that fateful day were angels praying
for me. The angels knew what I could not. They knew I had more to do here on Earth. It had
not been my time to go. If we are all sparklers of God sent here to deliver a message, then I
had not yet delivered mine. And it has taken me the better part of this past 20 years to figure
out what message I was meant to deliver.
It has been said that everything happens for a reason. We may not have the insight to
understand an event as it is unfolding; but, with time and patience, it will come to light. And so
it was with me. The Universe has been very patient indeed while waiting for me to fulfill my
destiny and deliver MY message.
My name is Carol Danforth, and I photograph spirits!
I did not always photograph spirits, but it wasn’t for lack of trying. In fact, I was taking “selfies”
before “selfies” were even a thing. I was always hoping my photographs would capture spirits
or ghosts around me. I was never successful, however. Even as a child I would play with
ghosts much like other children played with imaginary friends. I had several ghost children that
lived in our attic. I would call them down to play school with me. Of course, I was the teacher! I
knew it was all in my imagination but the thought and desire to communicate with the other
side were always there. These thoughts, however, took the proverbial back seat to school,
boyfriends, work and eventually marriage and children. But my favorite reading material to this
day remains all things paranormal, ghost stories, angel sightings and the best way to
communicate with spirits!
Then the aneurysm happened and the beginning of a new paradigm. My personal journey
really had its beginning on that cold December morning. But subsequent events also guided
me along my path. Friends of mine and Alan’s, Rob and Nancy Myers, suffered the tragic and
unexpected loss of their son, Robbie, in 2010. The loss drove Nancy to looking deeply into
ways to reach out to her son.
Alas, because of the common bond we shared of spirit communication, Nancy and I developed
a much closer relationship. Together we completely immersed ourselves in oracle cards,
automatic writing, pendulums, crystals, meditation, spiritual healing work, and reading
everything we could get our hands on! Desperate to communicate with her son, Nancy sought
out well known, well established mediums (many of whom have written books and appeared
on television). These mediums were quickly able to connect with her son. In an early reading
2
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with a medium, Robbie communicated to his mother, “Take pictures! I will BE in the pictures!”
And so Nancy began taking photos.
As promised, beautiful spheres of light, orbs, began showing up in Nancy’s photographs. Her
journey with the orbs is chronicled in her book, Entering the Light Fantastic - Discovering Life
After Life Through Orbs (Nancy J. Myers, 2016)
I believe that it was because of my close relationship with Nancy that orbs soon began
showing up in my photographs. One evening Nancy and I were in her backyard standing side
by side taking pictures randomly around her property. Nancy’s pictures would contain beautiful
orbs. My pictures, on the other hand, were beautiful pictures of her backyard! I was naturally
happy for Nancy. She had captured the pictures of spirit orbs that have eluded me for years. I
drove home feeling that it would likely never happen for me. Suddenly a thought crystallized in
my mind. (I would later come to recognize that sensation as a download from spirit.) “Take
pictures in your own backyard and invite spirit to be in them.” With newfound enthusiasm I
went directly to my backyard and said a prayer for spirits to bless me with their presence, and
lo and behold, there they were, a few small pale orbs peeking around the corner of my house
as if shyly introducing themselves.

To say I was elated was an understatement. My very first, my very own, spirit emanations!
3
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With the passage of time, both Nancy and I have been able to capture larger, brighter, more
colorful orbs.
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Occasionally even a face or two could be discerned within their borders. I am very well
acquainted with these two men shown below.

We also were able to request the orbs to show themselves in specific places; and, frequently,
they did so!
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We began capturing images of moving orbs as well.
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With the passage of yet more time, a new type of spirit emanation began appearing in my
photos. Below is my first visitation from Mother Mary and infant Jesus. Little did I know then
what was to follow in the coming years.

It resembles a smoky, misty appearance that Nancy and I began calling “Angelmist”.
7
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In his book The Orb Project, Miceal Ledwith, PhD., D.D., LL.D., (pgs. 26 and 87) states, “Orbs
occasionally manifest themselves out of the orb shape into plasma-like clouds...that I call
‘plasmoids’.” Co-author of this book, Klaus Heinemann, PhD, a research professor at Stanford
University, says, “We are surrounded by a cloud of witnesses.” For us, our name
stuck...Angelmist.
At this point I need to bring in a new element I haven’t yet touched on. I have mentioned that
hanging out with my highly evolved friends and learning to work with intention to make things
happen is how I got my start in connecting with the spirit side. And that is all true. But a few
things I was doing concurrently had a hand in my own evolvement as well. I’d like to touch on
some of those other things that have all worked together to bring me to where I am today as a
spiritualist who photographs scenes from the other side.
As mentioned previously, Nancy and I started out working together to learn and experience the
paranormal realms. Soon, however, we ran into a fork in the road. Nancy’s path turned more
toward becoming clairvoyant and working with mediums to develop that skill within herself. The
orbs were to stop appearing in my photos for three long years so during this time I began to
follow a healing path studying various energetic healing systems. One of those methods was
using a pendulum and/or my own body through Applied Kinesiology (AK) to speak to my
subconscious self that is connected to the Universe (as we ALL are). There is much written
about these modalities on the internet and that is how I sought them out and studied them
thoroughly. I would like to note here that the more you show an interest in expanding your
awareness, the more will come into your life unbidden. And so it was with me. The more I
sought to learn the more that was placed in front of me to learn and I soaked it all up like a
sponge. And, although it may be our own subconscious we are communicating with when
using AK, I prefer to believe I am having a conversation with my guardian angel, Poppy, who
has been my constant companion for many years.
Then The List shows up! Written by Dustin Mercer, The List is just that: A list of over 15,000
random words and short phrases presented in no particular order. There are over 200 pages
that I can scroll through easily on my phone or computer. Mr. Mercer has also invented tools
that make AK easy to accomplish without a partner. So I could ask a question and Poppy
would find me just the right word on The List to answer it. The answers received are nothing if
not astonishingly accurate! As this topic requires deep explanation and is outside the purview
of this book I will ask you, dear reader, to trust me on this and enjoy some of the answers I
received from her as they relate to the pictures I’ve taken as she always has an answer when
asked!
8
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I’ve included here a couple of examples so you can better understand the phenomena called
The List:

The question asked was: “What is the
affect on my soul taking orb / Angelmist
pictures?”
The word from The List received was
“#8234 – Learnedness.”
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The query posed was: “Reveal to me how using
The List to guide my life will affect me.”
The word from The List received was “#5682 –
Great Abundance.”
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I had asked Poppy to describe herself to me and she replies with, “#12711 - Sylph”. I had to
look it up – “...an invisible being of the air!” Yep, exactly what I would have said! Haha! Love
her.
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What you will be seeing in this book are the Angelmist pictures I have taken over the last few
years. My purpose in writing this book and publishing my precious photographs is not to
change anyone’s mind or belief system. Rather, I feel strongly that individuals ready to see will
be the ones drawn to this title. My desire is to share these pictures with you as I believe this
honors my message from spirit to deliver to the world. Please know that the veil is thinning and
spirit wants us to be more aware of their presence in our lives.
I fervently hope that what you see here will help you on your own path of learning and
enlightenment!
May grace and blessings be in your path as well,
Carol A. Danforth
†
“Peace I leave with you; my peace I give you. I do not give to you as the world gives.
Do not let your hearts be troubled and do not be afraid.” - John 17:24
†
“BEHOLD, HE IS COMING WITH THE CLOUDS, and every eye will see Him...” REV 1:7
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ANGELS
Poppy - This is my very first non-orb picture predating the Angelmist by at least a year. I had
just arrived home from work, grabbed my brand new Fuji camera off the charger and went
outside to try it out. As it was 4 o’clock in the afternoon and still quite bright I chose the darker
green foliage of the bougainvillea planted against the wall to provide contrast. Then I indicated
to Poppy to be right there in front of the bushes and I stepped back and snapped the camera. I
saw the image for a moment on the screen and thought the heavens had opened up for me!
THERE SHE IS! MY POPPY! OH, THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU, POPPY! I may
be the only one on the planet that can see this, but at the top of the swoop of angelic light, half
hidden by the leaves, is her sweet face. And I can see her wings, spread out beside her!
Original Photo

Zoomed in Photo
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Angel of Death - I asked Poppy if this was an angel. She said, “Yes.” Because the angel was
faceless I asked her if it was the Angel of Death. She waffles - no answer. So I rephrased the
question and asked, “Is it the angel that escorts us to heaven at the moment of death?” She
answers with, “Yes.”
If you look carefully at the sketch you will be able to see a man, seated with his elbows on his
knees and holding his bowed head in his hands. He is wearing a long tailed coat with two
ripped holes in it. Intuitively, I see a civil war soldier that has been shot and killed in battle and
is now being led home by the angel. He is holding his head in disbelief at his sudden departure
from the physical world. At the bottom of the picture you will find three spirit entities gazing
upon the scene!

Spirit sketch by Judith A. Gavin-Holton
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Melody - Below is a beautiful angel, making her presence known.
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Bella - Another beautiful angel found amongst the mist.
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Christian - In this picture I was photographing the full moon amongst the clouds. I see a robed
angel (side view) holding up a cross.
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Kitty’s Angel - When I walked out back to begin photographing this night, I saw my cat sitting
on the seat wall. I asked Poppy if I could get a picture of an angel with Kitty and snapped my
camera. There was a small, unformed bit of Angelmist present and I shouted out loud, “No,
Poppy, a BIG angel!” I snapped again and this is what I saw in the screen on the back of the
camera. Another picture that sent me to my knees in gratitude!
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“Ring Around the Rosy” - After the picture of the Nativity I Scene in the next chapter, the
orbs and the Angelmist suddenly stopped visiting me. It would be nearly three years before I
would again see my beloved spirits and angels. During that time I concentrated on my spiritual
healing work. I studied Reiki, Quantum Touch, Emotion Code, and many other energy healing
methods; and helped friends and family with pain relief and the elimination of minor ailments.
Very satisfying and humbling work, indeed; but I missed my spirit friends. During this time I
read “E-Squared: Nine Do-It-Yourself Energy Experiments That Prove Your Thoughts Create
Your Reality,” written by Pam Grout. Intrigued, I jumped right in. I had amazing results with the
first three experiments. Then Experiment 4, The Abracadabra Principle, required that I ask the
Universe for a tangible gift to arrive within 48 hours. I wrestled with what to ask the Universe to
bring me. Then a light bulb went off: Angelmist! Following Ms. Grout’s instructions I went to my
front yard, stood amongst my Birch trees; and, looking heavenward, I said out loud to God and
the Universe:
“I have scanned over the big catalog called the world and, for the sake of this experiment,
have decided that a lovely and revealing Angelmist picture is what I intend to manifest within
the next 48 hours.”
At hour 36 of 48 I not only received this amazing picture but also a full explanation of the
scene! A circle of children playing “Ring Around the Rosy” and an angel watching over them!
For a moment I actually heard the kids giggling and singing the song. Also, you can see a fairy
doing a flyby in front of the angel’s right wing! Notice the angel has a golden bugle in his
mouth! Could he be playing the music for the children? The children look as if they are having
a wonderful time! I asked myself, “How does it get any better than this?” Happily, I can say
that this was only the beginning of more amazing things to come.
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“Ring Around the Rosy” Picture

Enlargement of the angel in the above picture
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Standing out in a Crowd - This angel is serenely looking heavenward while a crowd of
entities has gathered around her.
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Wings - Here are many faces and much going on in this picture but one thing is certain - this
angel has magnificent wings!!!
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HOLY FAMILY
Tending to Jesus following the Crucifixion - Look closely at the top left of the Angelmist
and see Jesus lying recumbent, head elevated. Behind his head is Mary and there are two
female attendants at his right side. In the foreground are numerous entities with their backs to
us, the viewer. I am not sure what to make of the tall male entity seemingly floating above the
scene.
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Nativity I - This picture was taken in 2012 after asking for a “scene from heaven.” I see Mother
Mary kneeling (center) with the swaddled baby Jesus in her arms. It appears to me that the
woman on the right is preparing a place to lay the baby. There is an onlooker to Mary’s right as
well as at the top of the window just above her. All are looking down upon the scene below. In
the uppermost right hand corner you will find an angel I believe to be Archangel Gabriel!!
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Jesus Lifted Down From the Cross - In the background, we see Jesus being lifted down
from the cross by Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus as cited in John 19:38-42. In the
foreground I sense a distressed Mary Magdalene being carried away from the scene.
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Jesus and His Disciples - This picture was taken looking down upon my front yard below. At
the top left of the Angelmist I see Jesus wearing a turban and, I believe, all 12 of his disciples
(with their backs to us) with Him!
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Mother Mary and Baby Jesus - This is by far my most astounding picture of all to me! A
classic scene of the Virgin Mary holding baby Jesus up to her cheek while a beautiful angel,
smiling with hands clasped in front of her, protectively looks down upon them! Mother Mary is
seated in a beautifully designed wooden rocking chair with a carved heart at its center! I feel
certain that this vision was given to many of the great artists over the centuries to capture in
their paintings.
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Holy of Holies - He needs no introduction. Because He is robed in all white I believe it is
Jesus in spirit following the Crucifixion. Please note the halo of white light upon His head. A
blessing indeed to witness such a sight!
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Mary and the Wise Men - Another astoundingly beautiful and classic picture of Mother Mary
(left) holding baby Jesus in her arms as the three Wise Men kneel before her. Look at any
painting or drawing of this scene and you will see Mary and Baby visited by these same three
turbaned men...one dark skinned, one elderly, and one bending over a chest of fine goods
being offered to the Holy Family!
It was explained to me in a download from spirit that in the days of the Great Masters
(Michelangelo, Rembrandt, et al) they would be given a vision such as this and the artists
would paint, or sculpt, what they had seen to share with the world. They went on to tell me that
today’s technology allows for a much simpler process of just taking the picture with a camera!
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Raising of Lazarus - Thank you to Nancy Myers for recognizing the importance of this scene!
Recounted in the Gospel of John, chapter 11:1-44, is a miracle of Jesus in which He brings
Lazarus of Bethany back to life four days after his burial. In this photo He is literally helping him
from the grave! Again, a vision surely given to many of the great artists of old as this scene has
been depicted many times in great works of art!
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Jesus on the Cross - Moses and others on horse back. Angels and one angel in particular is
lifting him from the cross to take him home to God.
The word from The List reading: “Hypersensitizing” – which basically means bringing into our
awareness.

Spirit sketch by Judith A. Gavin-Holton
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Jesus in Gethsemane - This is the first picture I received that was related to a specific
painting. On this day I couldn’t wait for darkness to fall outside so I went around my home
closing all the blinds to create a semblance of dark inside. I chose this spot because of the
blank brown wall for a background. I would give anything now to have moved those pool cues
out of the way! I asked Poppy for a scene from heaven as I have many times.
At first, I didn’t know what I was looking at, stunned to see any sort of Angelmist IN the house!
Then I heard in my ear, “Jesus at Gethsemane.” I wasn’t sure at the time what exactly that
meant. Then I heard, “Look it up! (or words to that effect!). So - I Googled it! Spelling it
phonetically, I did my best. This iconic painting (on the right) is the first thing I saw. I turned my
camera so I was looking at the photo at a different angle and there it was!
There are many similarities between the vision and the painting. It would be a few weeks
before I noticed the most astounding one of all. Look in the vision at Jesus’ back and see a “Y”
shaped protrusion. Then look in the same place on the painting! A golden path in the exact
same “Y” shape!!!
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Nativity ll - I am TWICE blessed! Just a couple of days before Christmas, 2017, I receive this
picture! I clearly see Mary with Joseph and Baby Jesus in a stable. I even see a horse at the
top center, his muzzle just right of Joseph’s head! There is definitely more individuals in the
scene but I am not able to identify them. Can YOU?
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“Auspicious” – I went to Poppy and The List and asked her to find me a word that describes
this scene (of MY picture on the Left – taken 12/7/2016). She gave me #250 “Auspicious” –
Meaning: Indicating a promising future; hopeful; blissful; brilliant; joyful; shining; and glorious.
This amazing scene of the Ascencion of Jesus certainly IS auspicious! As you will soon notice
upon close examination of both the photo and the painting (Benjamin West 1738-1820) there
are many, many similarities. You will see Mary on the ground to Jesus’ right reaching out to
him; and a man in a hood watching from the right hand corner. I can just imagine the artist
receiving this vision nearly 200 years ago painting and embellishing as only a true artist can!!
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SPIRIT ENTITIES
Wall Walking - I call on spirits of the light to come visit me and frequently they do! In this
section I will be sharing with you a few of those photos taken in either my back or front yards.
They are not posing for a picture but instead seem to be just living their spiritual lives and
allowing us to peek in on what they are doing in that moment. I will comment on what it is I see
in these pictures, however, you may see something completely different and that is OK! Truly,
everyone seems to see what is meant for them. Have fun with it!
In this photograph I clearly see four little boys walking on the seat wall (In the blue shaded
area). If you have trouble orienting your eye, look for their legs first and move your eyes
upward. They look like they are having a great time!
In the white shaded area I see a woman with thick, short blonde hair holding a baby. You may
need to tilt the picture slightly to the right.
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Little Girl Praying - Taken in my front yard by the Birch trees, I see a little girl with blonde
pigtails kneeling in prayer. I think she is wearing glasses!
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Cocktail Lounging - I do believe they must have cocktail lounges in heaven! This trio seems
to be enjoying an after dinner drink at the local pub!
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Gathering - In this scene I see a very tall, lean man with children gathered around him as if
listening to him speak. I am somewhat torn as to the identity of this man. He actually looks like
John Lennon to me. But when I asked Poppy for a clue as to who he is, she gives me, “Our
first teacher”. There exist many paintings from the artists of old of Jesus talking with children.
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Colonial Woman - Every time I look at this picture I see something slightly different. What
doesn’t change is the woman central to the picture. With long hair and a Colonial type bonnet
tied under her chin she appears to be wearing a long, hooped dress or skirt.
This picture was taken in my front yard just as a car came around the corner and was captured
in this moment as well!!
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Marlboro Man - Many thanks to Mary D. Scott for seeing the horse in this picture! While I
could see the cowboy leaning against the palm tree in the corner of the yard, Mary was able to
point out that he is actually sitting atop a horse! The horse is not fully manifested but we can
see the faint outline of its body.
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Woman Stitching - This was taken in Coeur D’Alene, Idaho in the parking lot of our hotel.
There is no way to know, of course, but I have a visceral response when I look at this spirit
woman focused on her embroidery. I think it was ME in another place and time. I asked Poppy
and she gave me “Soundness” which has the meaning, “Valid”!
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All Pets Go to Heaven - Do you see the sweet face of this Chocolate Lab?
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FAIRIES, DRAGONS AND GNOMES, Oh my!
Parading Fairies - While Nancy is sitting in meditation in the background, a lineup of Fairies
are parading by in the foreground! Nancy is VERY connected to the fairy world so it is no
surprise to me that they would show up in this photo!
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Nancy and her Dragon - And just as Nancy is connected to the fairy realm, she is equally
connected to dragons. I don’t know...they are just attracted to her! In this picture it is clear just
how much. In the darkest shade of blue at the top you will see a dragon’s head breathing the
lighter blue and white fire engulfing Nancy as a sign of affection! Love is in the air! Literally!
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Year of the Dragon - This picture has quite the story behind it. Taken in the evening of
January 23, 2012, this beautiful blue dragon came in for a landing on the young palm tree in
my backyard. The next morning at work I was showing it off to my coworkers when one of
them asked me if I was aware of the significance that day’s date. No, I replied, I was not. It
turns out January 23, 2012 was the first day of the Chinese New Year... the Year of the
Dragon! My jaw dropped as I also realized that I was BORN in the Year of the Dragon! Just
recently, years later, I suddenly remembered another thing about this picture. I was on the
phone with Nancy when I snapped it! Hey, is this a two-headed dragon?
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Sweet Gnomeo - Found amongst the mist was this sweet looking gnome I call Gnomeo! Can
you see him?
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Cali and Spirit - Kitty seems nonplussed that she is being visited by ancient royalty!
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Bright Fairy - Although she could be an angel, I sense that this is a beautiful fairy in an ornate
all white gown!
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Deva - Fairy, sprite, nymph, deva? I intuitively get deva. Devas are said to reside in trees and
the old idiom of knocking on wood comes from waking the devas for good luck! In fact, DEVA
means “being of brightest light”!
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Mythical Creatures - I love this picture! It seems playful to me! I’ll tell you what I see, but it
may be different for you. I see a big lizard that has seemingly climbed my palm tree and would
love to take a bite out of the fairy riding on the back of a mythical creature!
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UNSOLVED MYSTERIES (UM)
The following six photos are what I call Mystery pictures. I feel strongly there is something yet
to be seen within them. I invite you to look closely, use your intuition and see if you can identify
the message from spirit held within.
UM1 - ET? - I love, love, love this picture but I honestly do not know what exactly I’m looking at
here. It looks remarkably like ET from the movie right down to his glowing finger! The bright
white light above is actually the full moon which is what I was photographing that night.
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UM2 - I sense an angel here, perhaps more...
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UM3 - When I hold this picture away from me and look at it as a whole I see---something, but
what?
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UM4 - At first I thought this was an angel. But I also see a man with outstretched arms in the
upper right. What could be going on here?
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UM5 - Lots of components to this picture, for sure! Can you put it together?
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UM6 – I see a menagerie of animals- lion’s face, kitty, goat, cow, monkey, bird, etc. What do
you see?
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CONCLUSION
In the bible Jesus tells us, “...whatever you ask for in prayer, believe that you have received it,
and it will be yours.” (Mark 11:24-25)
These are very exciting times to be on this planet indeed! The veil is thinning. Spirit beings,
angels, and Jesus Himself want us to be more aware of their presence in our earthly lives.
Even science is drawing conclusions that point to the existence of a higher power.
Everyday, people like you and me are experiencing the miraculous almost daily. Book shelves
abound with stories of how people’s lives have been changed forever by just such encounters
with the unseen world of spirit.
Throughout our lives we are given opportunities to discover. As we tune in, the opportunities
expand.
Open your eyes, your heart, and your awareness to the beauty around you; Accept with love
and gratitude; Be still and listen; and don’t be afraid to just ASK...

I see a somewhat elderly (is it OK to say that?)
angel passing the light on to you, dear reader.
Use it to enlighten your soul and open your heart
to the possibilities. It’s YOUR turn to SEE them!
Thank you for letting me tell you my story.
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